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Addendum  
 
As an addendum to my report to the Committee dated April 30, 2019 I would like to 
add one additional recommendation concerning the Application for Investigation 
mechanism.  I propose that section 8 should be amended to allow “any legal person 
resident in the Northwest Territories” to apply for an investigation, in lieu of the 
current language which limits section 8 to adult residents of the NWT.  The “legal 
person” language would make the Application for Investigation available to 
Indigenous governments, non-governmental organizations and youth.  Given that 
the goal of section 8 specifically, and Bill 39 as a whole, is to increase public 
participation in environmental decision-making, it would make sense to open 
section 8 to this broader range of stakeholders.  With this addition (underlined 
below), my list of recommendations can be summarized as follows: 
 
Summary of Recommendations 
 

1. Replace “wise management” with “ecological sustainability” in the 
Preamble. 

2. Recognize the right to a healthy environment in section 1 of the Act. 
3. Add a clear definition of “healthy environment” to the definitions section 

(recommended text provided below). 
4. Add a clear definition of “significant” to the definitions section 

(recommended text provided below). 
5. Amend Purposes section to replace the phrase “by the means provided in 

this Act” with “according to the terms of this Act”. 
6. Add a new section recognizing key environmental law principles. 
7. Restore a paramountcy provision. 
8. Amend section 8 to allow “any legal person resident in the NWT” to apply 

for an investigation.  
9. Delete the requirement to swear statements before a Commissioner for 

Taking Oaths under section 8. 
10. Add a reasonableness requirement to the exercise of Ministerial 

discretion under s. 9(2).   
11.  Amend the standing provision in s 13(2) to clarify that it applies both to 

actions under the ERA and in public nuisance under the common law. 
12.  Amend sections 12 and 13(regarding environmental enforcement) in 

accordance with best practices (see the template set out in Appendix D). 
13.  Add a provision allowing residents of the NWT to request a review of an 

existing policy, Act or regulation or of the need for a new policy, Act or 
regulation 

14.  Create an environmental registry. 
15.  Create a right to appeal Ministerial decisions that may affect the right to 

a healthy environment. 


